clepsydra or water clocks. These marked the passage of time by regulated drops of water (being, so to speak, sandglasses with "grains" of water) which set in motion automatic figures such as birds or musicians. But it was not until I60i, when Father Matteo Ricci won the favor of the Ming emperor Wan Li with a present of some watches and a large clock, that the techniques of European clockmaking caught the imagination of the Chinese. They came to take such a delight in the mechanics of Western timetelling that toward the end of the seventeenth century the emperor K'ang Hsi established in his palace an atelier of clockmakers recruited among the Jesuit missionaries, who, because only they could design and repair the instruments, thus found their often precarious position in China easier to maintain. In the eighteenth century, with increased contact with Western and particularly English culture, came an apparently insatiable demand for the much more sophisticated European mechanical "toys"-as these trinkets were called in Georgian England-and throughout the century the English poured watches and automata into China: Ch'ien Lung was said to have in his palace four thousand clocks and watches imported from Europe. This was largely a luxury trade; the only people who could afford these extravagant toys were the Emperor and members of his court. The watches, it is true, enjoyed a much wider popularity: by the middle of the century the vogue was such that in I75I a Swedish traveler could write, "Watch-makers are very much wanted here. The Chinese buy large and little watches of the English. In their shops they have sometimes English watches to sell, and sometimes at moderate prices, but mostly of the worst kind." The complaint of shoddy workmanship, voiced off and on into the nineteenth century, seems in no way to have lessened the enthusiasm of the Chinese for these mechanical wonders.
The main source of the watches and automata was England, and among English craftsmen James Cox led the field. Cox had been working in London for many years-at least since I757 when he is first mentioned at I03 Shoe Lane, Fleet Street-but his earliest known work dates from the mid-i 76os. One example from this period, a necessaire fitted with a variety of toilet implements (Figure 2) It is difficult to date the Museum's cabinet exactly: its design is essentially the same as that of several others Cox made in the i76os-evidently one of his favorite patterns-and we know, from another dated variant, supported by gilded rhinoceroses, in the Hermitage, that he was still producing this design in I772. While the appearance of our piece in his second catalogue does not necessarily imply that it was newly made, it does seem likely that the shop had turned out a greater number of toys in I772 than first appeared in Spring Gardens, and that when Cox came to sell the museum by lottery he included them all. 
